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Welcome to the Trainer's Guide designed to support the Social Connections training
for the Center for the Study of Social Policy's Youth Thrive initiative. This Trainer's
guide provides trainers with sample PowerPoint slides, accompanying language to use
to train on the slides and activities with instructions. The activities are included in the
Social Connections participant manual as well as in this guide. 

Handouts/Visual Aids 
The following pages provide language that accompanies the PowerPoint slides and
participant manual.  Please familiarize yourself with this guide, the participant manual,
the PowerPoint slides and the activities prior to the training session. Make sufficient
copies of the manual, and distribute during the training. 

Activities                
There are various activities suggested throughout the training curriculum. Please refer
to the participant manual page number when the PowerPoint slide prompts an
activity. There are instructions for the activities included in this guide. Other teaching
strategies are also listed, such as small group discussions and cooperative learning
strategies. Factors such as time or what you feel needs to be reinforced, will
determine the activities to be performed. Also, with a little bit of imagination, you can
switch many of the activities around. In some instances, there are options to conduct
multiple activities so you may choose which activity matches the audience or your
available time.

Lectures or Discussions
The curriculum is divided into a PowerPoint and a participant manual. When an
activity is being performed, it may have instructions, however, this does not mean
that there cannot be group discussions, question or answer periods, or other such
activities performed. Note that group discussions normally take longer because of the
interactions that take place.

Equipment and Supplies 
This training program requires access to a projector and laptop for a PowerPoint
presentation, a screen or projectable wall surface, and at least one flip chart with
markers. Two flip charts are preferable—one for the information that you prepare
ahead of time that remains visible during each session, and the other for notes you
make during training. If more flip charts are available, they can be placed so they are
accessible to the tables of participants. Internet access is also necessary for videos
during the presentation.
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Introduce yourself as the trainer, your experience working with Youth Thrive and
Protective and Promotive Factors and why you are here. Inform participants to go around
the room and introduce themselves using their name, organization, job position, and one
thing that they enjoy doing or a hobby that they enjoy. Identifying this hobby is a useful
tool to begin planning for creating support. Later in the training we can ask them to refer
back to what they identified as their hobby, and look for how they can build support using
that interest.

S L I D E  1 1 0  M I N U T E S
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Helping public agencies amend their policies, practices, contracting processes, training of staff, so that they are
aligned with what the research indicates youth need to thrive.
Identifying, documenting and sharing best practices and innovative ideas.
Creating new strategies and tools to implement Youth Thrive including the new Youth Thrive Survey, a self-
assessment for assessing youth’s strengths.
Bringing together leaders for peer-to-peer learning at national conferences and other forums.
Partnering with youth, young adults, and young professionals who have lived experience in child welfare and juvenile
justice to make sure Youth Thrive values and reflects their perspectives.
Developing and using training curriculum and materials for direct service staff, supervisors and youth.

Youth Thrive believes that all young people should be valued, loved, and supported to reach their goals. To achieve this,
Youth Thrive works with youth-serving systems and its partners to change policies, programs, and practices so that
they build on what we know about adolescent development, value young people’s perspectives, and give youth
opportunities to succeed.

Youth Thrive is both a research-informed framework on youth well-being and an action-oriented Initiative, based on the
framework, that is designed to better support healthy development and promote well-being for youth with partners
across the country.

Youth Thrive focuses on strategies to improve systems that serve youth who are most marginalized in society,
specifically focusing on child welfare and juvenile justice systems and the service system that supports youth who are
at-risk of homelessness. Youth Thrive works with states and communities as well as national networks, and other
partners on activities such as:

 
The Youth Thrive curriculum focuses on the protective and promotive factors. By being deliberate and intentional about
building protective and promotive factors in their everyday encounters with the youth they support, youth workers can
increase the likelihood of making significant, positive differences in the lives of youth resulting in improved outcomes.
One of the identified factors is Social Connection, and this training provides actionable and tangible activities to
recognize, support, and maintain social connection with youth.

S L I D E  2 2  M I N U T E S

https://cssp.org/our-work/project/youth-thrive/#survey-instrument
https://cssp.org/resource/youth-thrive-a-framework-to-help-adolescents-overcome-trauma-and-thrive/
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While participants know the purpose of the
training, people do not usually correlate the
outcomes listed on this slide with social
support. Take time to review each of these
outcomes and ask participants what they
would attribute these outcomes to?

Similar to the previous slide, ask participants
why they think the above-mentioned
outcomes occur- what do people need to
make positive changes in their life. If the group
has not already identified that social support
creates better outcomes and lack of social
support results in the above-mentioned
outcomes, tell them what the “magic potion” is.

Learn how to discuss protective and
promotive factors
Understand social connection and support
Utilize tools to assess social support
Practice skills to enhance social
connection
Learn new techniques to expand social
connection
Engage in reflection on thoughts, feelings
and identification of actions to expand
practice

Today we will discuss and learn the following
information. Review this material with
participants.

S L I D E  3 2  M I N U T E S

S L I D E  4 2  M I N U T E S

S L I D E  5 2  M I N U T E S
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How did they get through this crisis?

What supports were the most critical to them?

Ask the group to write down or make a mental note of a time then they were struggling in
their own personal lives. This should be a time when they needed support from others.

Ask them to recall the details.

Ask them to think about the following questions while they are thinking about the
situation:

S L I D E  6 1 0  M I N U T E S
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How many of you were able to get through your challenge through the help of your
family?
How many of you were able to get through your challenge through the help of your
friends?
How many of you were able to get through your challenge through the help of your faith?
How many of you were able to get through your challenge with the assistance of a paid
professional with an advanced degree?

Ask the group to raise their hands to the following questions (they may raise their hands for
multiple responses):

Have them raise their hands for family (and keep them up), for friends (and keep them up)
and faith (and keep them up). Now, have everybody look around the room before putting
their hands down.

Then have them raise their hands for paid professionals with advanced degrees again and
look around the room.

After the questions and having everyone raise their hands, discuss the number of
participants that got through their challenge with help from their family, friends, and faith
compared to paid professionals.

Then ask the question, “why is it that this room full of people get through our challenges
through the assistance of our faith, friends and family but we think that the people that we
are working with can only get through their challenges through the assistance of us (paid
professionals)?

S L I D E  7 1 0  M I N U T E S
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Who do you work with? (the people you choose to spend time with at work)

Who lives in your neighborhood?

Who is part of your friend circle?

Who were the last three people that came to visit your home?

What shows do you watch on TV?

Who do you pray with?

Who Are Your Social Supports? Pipe cleaner activity
Break people into small groups (4-6 people) and give each group one of each color pipe
cleaner per participant.

Use different color pipe cleaners to represent the race/ethnicity while answering the
following questions. You must answer the questions based on majority representation
and can only use one pipe cleaner per question. (Blue represents Black, Red represent
White, Green represents Hispanic, Yellow represents Asian/Pacific Island, Purple
represents Indigenous, Pink represents other)

Look on page 6 of the Participant Manual for instructions

Process what people noticed about the diversity of their groups.

S L I D E  8 1 5  M I N U T E S
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How have you used these protective and
promotive factors in your interactions with
youth?
Can you share an example of how focusing
on any one of the factors has helped a
youth?

Show Youth Thrive The Five Protective and
Promotive Factors video (runtime: 1 minute 26
seconds)

Questions following the video:

S L I D E  9 5  M I N U T E S

Explain Protective and Promotive Factors in
more depth and have brief conversation about
what people know about Protective and
Promotive Factors and how they explain it to
the youth that they work with.

S L I D E  1 0 5  M I N U T E S

Read this definition and ask participants what
or who they consider to be their social
connections.

S L I D E  1 1 3  M I N U T E S

https://youtu.be/PUAKgvwFG3A
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After reading the slide facilitate a conversation
about how culture plays a part in each of these
components of social connection. It is
important to recognize that different cultures
connect in different ways and that if we are
not grounding in culture, we will miss important
cues in how to facilitate connections with
youth.

How does race and culture impact
connections?

What about gender and sexual orientation?
 
How are connections effected by racism and
other discrimination? 

S L I D E  1 2 1 5  M I N U T E S

What/where are other sources of connection
for youth you work with?

Which options are working best for young
people to feel a sense of belonging?

Are youth finding enough or the right people
and places for youth in community? If yes,
what's working well? If not, where are the gaps? 

S L I D E  1 3 2  M I N U T E S



1 1

I have someone in my life who I look up to.
I have someone who supports me in developing my interests and strengths.
I have friends and family members to spend time with on holidays and occasions.
I have someone I can count on for help when I need it.
I know for sure that someone really cares about me.
I have friends who stand by me during hard times.
 

Pass out the Social Connections Scale page and have participants divide into pairs and
discuss the survey. Have participants brainstorm how they would present this
information to youth and process out as a large group.

The Youth Thrive Survey™ is a valid and reliable youth self-report instrument that
measures the presence, strength, and growth of the Youth Thrive Protective and
Promotive Factors as proxy indicators of well-being. Designed with significant input from
youth and young adults and taking less than 15 minutes to complete, the survey can be
an effective tool for informing case planning and practice, evaluation, and continuous
quality improvement (CQI) purposes. The Youth Thrive Survey is free and provides an
array of data reports that can be used to inform policy and practice decisions, and
measure positive indicators of well-being for youth and young adults. The Youth Thrive
Survey is available in both English and Spanish.
Some sample questions include: 

https://cssp.org/our-work/project/youth-thrive/#survey-instrument

S L I D E  1 4 1 5  M I N U T E S

https://cssp.org/resource/youth-thrive-protective-promotive-factors/
https://cssp.org/our-work/project/youth-thrive/#survey-instrument
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Now that we understand the why behind the
need for social connections, let’s talk about
tangible techniques to help youth build social
connections

S L I D E  1 5 1  M I N U T E

We are going to watch a Ted Talk given by
Janesha Bull (runtime: 10 minutes 36 seconds).
Janesha struggled with depression and anxiety
for years but didn’t know what to do in order
to get better. She had always been the type of
person who was “always on top of her game,”
and struggled with vulnerability her entire life.
Through her suffering and pain, she finally
learned to ask for help. Through patience, love,
and understanding from an amazing support
system she now stands firmly on encouraging
others to be brave enough to ask for help as
well. Janesha Bull, is a 21 year old graduating
senior at Delaware State University studying
Public Relations and Advertising. Janesha’s talk
is not only to encourage people to ask for help,
but to challenge the support systems to try a
little harder to show up. – Let’s watch
together.
 
What tangible tips did you take away from this
video in relationship to social connections and
social support?
 
How do you think that youth that you work
with can relate to Janesha? Would you share
this video with them?

S L I D E  1 6 1 5  M I N U T E S
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Here is a brief list of questions that you can
use with youth to have conversation about
social support. Break into small groups and
review these questions and add more. Come
back to the larger group and share one new
question from each group.

Look on page 8 of participant manual for
sample questions

S L I D E  1 7 1 0  M I N U T E S

Discuss identified avenues to build social
connections and list additional ideas in a large
group.

S L I D E  1 8 5  M I N U T E S

The next three slides will share a couple of
tangible techniques that can be used to
understand the existing support systems with
youth. 

Ecograms and Social Support

Communication/Concentric Circles

S L I D E  1 9 2  M I N U T E S

https://youtu.be/PUAKgvwFG3A
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School
Family
Friends
Work
Home
Neighborhood
Faith base community
Social media

Now we are going to talk about how to utilize an Ecogram to identify social support systems (or lack of systems). Ask
participants if anyone has used an Ecogram before. It is a common tool but usually used to identify family trees and family
relationships. We are adapting the tool to address support and connection.

To use the Ecogram for support, write the youth’s name and their need in the center circle. The need should be related to lack
of support, connection or the experience of isolation. The outside circles represent different life domains including school,
home, community, extended family, faith, social media, clubs or activities (see list below). In a conversation with a youth ask
them the following question:

If you were feeling lonely or isolated at (fill in the domain) who would you turn to for support? Then write that person’s name in
the circle and move on to the next circle. For example:

If you were feeling lonely or isolated at school, who would you turn to?  Youth answers, my cousin Mikey
If you were feeling lonely or isolated at home, who would you turn to? Youth answers, my brother
Go through all of the circles/domains that apply to the youth.

One of two things will happen using this activity, either the youth will realize they have more support than they thought, or you
and the youth will realize that they do not have support, which is probably a contributing factor to the way they have been
feeling. It then becomes your shared responsibility to help the youth build supports and connection in their life. Sample
domains include:
 

Look on page 9 of Participant Manual for sample form

S L I D E  2 0 1 0  M I N U T E S
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In the first circle identify what you MUST know about the youth’s people (who are
their peeps)
In the second circle identify what you SHOULD know about the youth’s connections
(who can they spend time with)
In the third circle identify what would be NICE TO KNOW about the youth’s
connections (who would they like to get to know better)

This tool is used to identify the support that youth have and the level of each support.
Research demonstrates that we need a mixture of strong connections as well as weak
connections. Supports in the middle circle are strong ties and those on the outside circle
are weak ties. Using this activity, helpers will be able to get an understanding of the
strength of connections that their youth experiences. This knowledge can then guide how
to assist youth in making connections.

Communication Circles

Look on page 10 of the Participant Manual for written instructions

S L I D E  2 1 1 0  M I N U T E S
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List the young person's strengths associated with this need for positive peer
relationships.
Brainstorm at least 10 community options that would meet this need while building on
the strengths and culture (use resources available in your community). Circle the one
you think the youth would pick
Who could help them get involved in the option you selected (who would you want to
hook them up with)?
Develop an action plan for getting started

Divide the group into break-out groups of 4 or 5 people.
In each small group have them complete the following worksheet.

You are trying to help the youth create positive peer relationships in the community.
Complete the worksheet below answering the following questions. 
 

Look on page 11 of the Participant Manual for the story and worksheet using the scenario
of Bryan.

S L I D E  2 2 1 5  M I N U T E S
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Culture plays an important role in how people connect
Relationships are dynamic and people may change roles in our lives 
It is often through shared activity – groups, clubs, faith communities, shared
passions, schools, even workplaces – that new relationships are formed. 
People often have lives with a lot of people in economic or transactional
connections, and not friendships – thus people may be vulnerable to loneliness
and social isolation 
Promoting better lives for people includes an intentional focus on genuine
participation in the community at all levels.
Small gestures lead to big things. (Ex: waving at your neighbor everyday may lead into
a friendship)

Read and discuss each bullet

S L I D E  2 3 2  M I N U T E S
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Explain the Find My 5 Activity:

Talk about the value of support and that asking for help is challenging for many.

Work with youth to identify 5 people that they could contact for help.

Ask those 5 if they would like to be part of their “Find My 5” group.

Once they agree, pre-load their information into a texting, group me or other application.

Start the text with the sample note and invite them to communicate with each other. 

Look on page 14 of the Participant Manual for information 

S L I D E  2 4 5  M I N U T E S
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Now we are moving into the Social Capital
Section

S L I D E  2 5 1  M I N U T E

Understand the value of social capital
Explore how to expand social capital with
families
Practice techniques to develop social
capital
Engage in reflection on thoughts, feelings
and identification of actions

We will discuss and learn the following
information. Review this material with
participants.

S L I D E  2 6 2  M I N U T E S
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Social capital is social support at the
macro/community level. 

The definition of Social Capital: 

A structure of networks and collective
resources within a community that individuals
within that community can draw upon and that
will benefit them.

S L I D E  2 7 2  M I N U T E S

Social relationships help families access 
resources
One’s perception of their community   predicts 
psychological well-being 
People that attend faith institutions report 
more life satisfaction
Social networks results in better overall 
health
Building relationships provides social 
support, and soft skills- allowing for better 
parent-child interactions and healthier  child 
development

Discuss the benefits of Social Capital

S L I D E  2 8 2  M I N U T E S

https://youtu.be/PUAKgvwFG3A
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Let’s watch a video together from the Prevention Institute and Healthy Places By Design
(runtime: 1 minute 25 seconds) that shares some ideas for how to build social support
and connection at the community level.

This is important because rates of social isolation are soaring around the world, with
profound impacts on health and wellbeing. We need to weave stronger connections
among families, neighborhoods, and communities. We need community-led solutions
focused on local talents and assets and rooted in community cultures and values. In this
short video, based on "Socially Connected Communities: Solutions for Social Isolation," we
will learn how communities can improve social connection.

How do you see building social connections in your community?

S L I D E  2 9 5  M I N U T E S
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Networks (friendship)- who are the people that youth
associate with
Norms- the rules/expectations that regulate behavior
in a group
Trust (feeling safe)- there must be trust to build
capital
Social support (rely on others for support)- as
previously discussed, social support is the framework
for Social Capital
Connections- helping people get their needs met by
connecting them with others
Reciprocity- building an expectation that you will not
only benefit from others, but that you will also give to
others to create sustainable relationships
Neighborhood organization (community building
activities)- helps build networks with common culture 
Institutional linkage (relationships with leadership)-
helps youth expand their experiences and reach

Break down the components of Social Capital and how
they work for youth

S L I D E  3 0 5  M I N U T E S

When identifying community supports make sure 
culture is addressed.
Identify community organizations including   faith 
institutions, service clubs, support groups and 
other community organizations.
Strength-based recruitment of interest-specific 
supports like pairing auto interested o youth with 
a mechanic.
Locate and advocate for resources in the 
community.
Good communication and relationships with 
schools, families, and communities maximizes 
success.

One of the biggest challenges in building social capital 
is finding community supports for our  youth. When we 
start at the individual level with the   identified assets 
and strengths of the youth, whatever community 
supports that are identified    will be meeting their 
needs. Here are ways to find d the right support.

S L I D E  3 1 3  M I N U T E S

https://youtu.be/PUAKgvwFG3A
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List organizations in your community to meet
Bryan’s needs
Select three of these groups and discuss how
their missions or activities might provide
reciprocal support for some of the children,
youth, or families you are working with that have
similar needs to Bryan
Discuss what these groups would want or need
to get involved as natural supports for some of
our youth and families.
Select one of the identified groups and develop
an action plan for how you could get them
involved. Remember that reciprocity is a key
part of sustainable support networks.

This is an activity to build Social Capital in the
community. Utilize Bryan’s story from the previous
activity and complete the worksheet on page 15.

Answer the following questions:

S L I D E  3 2 1 0  M I N U T E S

Has anyone ever used Find Help? This is an
example of Social Capital. If no one can speak
about it, you can load the website and type in a
local zipcode and a concrete need in the
community to see what resources come up

S L I D E  3 3 2  M I N U T E S

https://youtu.be/PUAKgvwFG3A
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This is the contact information for the
curriculum developer, who focuses on social
support and social connection so follow the
links for more information.

S L I D E  3 4 1  M I N U T E

Here is the information about the Center for
the Study of Social Policy

S L I D E  3 5 1  M I N U T E

S L I D E  3 6

https://youtu.be/PUAKgvwFG3A



